Point residents question plan to move Public Works

By JACk Fichter

CAPE MAY POINT — A group addressing public concerns has circulated a de
calar calling for a meeting to discuss the current location on Ligh
tower Boulevard to a site on Sunset Boulevard that would back up to Oak Ave
commissioner Bob Mul
discussed the site.

"The saddest part of that letter was the fact that no one recognizes that we had a very long meeting with ab
sciousness," Mullock said.

According to Mullock, a public meeting will be held to discuss plans and that letter was any men-
"It's almost insidious how it grows," a resident said.

Mullock said sending a new letter to taxpayers was like "bombing in the bor-
ous would take to the public to vote," Mullock said. "I want the community to be behind this.

"Why would the borough decide that when cost that were already there that area it's where the flood protec
tion?, "It's about the proposed project and suggested us-
low, Mullock said. "I want the community to be behind this.

Lowestier district to hold modified reunification drill

By Rachel Sherriff

ERMA — The Lower Cape May School District will be conducting a modified reunification drill in preparation for a
ted plans, and we take them to the Planning Board.
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